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Monthly Net Performance in CHF

Strategy
The fund/certificate gives the investor a diversified exposure to high quality crypto tokens. Market
developments are closely monitored and the portfolio is actively managed:
1. Asset Allocation: According to cycle models for Bitcoin and Altcoins, the market exposure is chosen
(between -20 and 120%).
2. Token Selection: around 10 promising tokens (out of the largest 50) are selected based on fundamental
research.

Market Update
SwissRex Crypto Fund was up 9.8% (net in CHF) in October, while the overall market made 3.4%.
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Asset Allocation
Asset allocation was the most important decision. Bitcoin gained 30%, while the Altcoin index moved
sideways and the DEFI index further crashed by 30%. As mentioned in the last Monthly Performance Update,
the fund went all-in into the break-out and the Bitcoin exposure was increased to an extreme positioning of
70%. At the same time, the Mid Cap Future was shorted as we anticipated a continuing underperformance
of smaller tokens.

Selection (new positions communicated with a one month lag):
WAVES, a derivatives trading platform, was one of very few tokens that outperformed Bitcoin. The Waves
platform is growing rapidly and offers 10 stablecoins. The Brazilian Real was added recently and the Swiss
Franc should follow shortly.
Finally, the first step of the Ethereum software upgrade was announced and should be deployed on
December 1. This allows interest to be earned on ETH via so-called staking, which should reduce velocity and
thus the supply. However, it will take quarters, if not years, until the problem of the scalability of Ethereum
will be solved.
MKR, a decentralized bank, was sold again after Maker governance decided to increase reserves and stop
the burning of tokens temporarily.
BTC, ETH and WAVES remain the largest positions of the fund.

General Notes
Institutional interest is accelerating with Wallstreet firms like Square and Microstrategy diversifying their
treasury with Bitcoin as a hedge against inflation.
In our opinion, the bull market has only just begun and will last two to three years. There will be short and
sharp corrections every few months, during which nerves must not be lost. The roadmap is for exposure to
be reduced somewhat in strong uptrends and increased to 110% in pullbacks. This way, volatility can be
reduced and the fund remains fully invested on average.

Fund Facts
Name
Type
ISIN / Valor / WKN
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Fund Inception Date
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Share Class
Management/Performance Fee
Broker and Storage Provider
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SwissRex Crypto Fund
BVI Approved Fund
VGG860211058 / 46575535 / A2PG38
SWICRYP VI
Swissquote, Postfinance, Pictet, direct subscriptions
Six Interbank Clearing AG, KBL European Private Bankers
S.A.
12th of June 2018
10'000 CHF
Monthly in CHF (3cd notice / 10cd notice)
Monthly, as per the last business day of each month
CHF denominated share class for general investors
2% / 20% subject to HWM
Crypto Broker AG, Base58, Bitcoin Suisse AG
dv@cryptoconsultingag.com,
rs@cryptoconsultingag.com
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Subscription on Swissquote: E-Trading
Questions: dv@cryptoconsultingag.com / +41 79 306 75 65

Subscription on Swissquote: Traditional Interface
Questions: dv@cryptoconsultingag.com / +41 79 306 75 65
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Disclaimer: This is an advertising document. The Offering Memorandum, the Memorandum and Articles of Association as well as the annual
reports of the Fund may be obtained free of charge from the Swiss Representative. In respect of the Shares distributed respectively advertised
and offered in Switzerland to Qualified Investors, place of performance and jurisdiction is at the registered office of the Swiss Representative.
Swiss Representative: FIRST INDEPENDENT FUND SERVICES LTD, Klausstrasse 33, CH-8008 Zurich. Swiss Paying Agent: Helvetische Bank AG,
Seefeldstrasse 215, CH-8008 Zurich. These publication materials (collectively, this “publication") is an advertising document and does not
constitute an offer nor investment advice. Past performance is no indication of future performance. An investor in the Fund could lose all or a
substantial amount of his or her investment. Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of all or any of this material or the information
contained herein is strictly prohibited. The terms summarized above are provided for informational purposes only and do not constitute a
complete overview of the terms of any Fund. It does not contain all material information pertinent to an investment decision, including
important disclosures of conflicts and risk factors associated with an investment in a Fund. An investment in the Fund is speculative and entails
substantial risks, including the fact that such an investment would be illiquid and subject to significant restrictions on transferability. Notice to
investors in Switzerland: This publication and any accompanying supplement does not constitute an issue prospectus within the meaning of,
and has been prepared without regard to the disclosure standards for issue prospectuses under article 652a or article 1156 of the Swiss Code
of Obligations or the disclosure standards for listing prospectuses under article 27 ff. of the SIX Swiss Exchange Listing Rules or the listing rules
of any other stock exchange or regulated trading facility in Switzerland. The units will not be listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange Ltd. or on any
other stock exchange or regulated trading facility in Switzerland.
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